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Sure, sponging off your parents forever is not a healthy situation, but there are many mutually positive reasons
for multigenerational dwelling, as well. You Show Up Sweaty. Going without a car just might be the key to a
healthier, more frugal, and less stressful life. Environmental Protection Agency , driving is the single most
polluting activity the average American does in a day. The answer to that question is far from simple, as it
largely depends on your specific situation: where you live, where you work, and what you do for fun. The
closer you are to your parents, the more chances you'll get to help them, too. Single moms and dads going
through a rough patch in life may find it financially, mentally, and physically more comfortable to live with
their parents until their troubles are sorted out. Be prepared for a clash of opinions, keeping in mind that it is
you who will have to compromise and let go of many things. Advantages of Living by Yourself or Living
Alone: There are several advantages of being lonely, and the most important one would be living all by
themselves. Try things like cooking dinner every night, or on the weekends. Many people take the car
everyday and it has also been proved that the majority of the families have at least two cars. There are so many
costs to pay and not to mention that if your job is not stable, then you will have a difficulty of paying things
off. Cars Pose a Risk. You can use your time for other things , such as reading a book or checking your email.
Whether you move in with your mum, dad, or both, you are likely to receive all kinds of advice, even if you
don't ask for it. You can't even expect your parents not to enter your room since it belongs to them. You may
not know how to pay your bills, do the dishes, or even wake yourself up on time every single day of the year.
Get your free quote with CoverHound. It's hard to create strong bonds with random roommates. You have the
useful area to yourself. Just knowing that you have a home base to come back to if a plan falls through can
give you the courage you need to try something new.


